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Regional jets are best suited as production platforms to anticipate
and develop emerging centers of air traffic growth

Executive Summary

Regional Jets have enough range to carry people within the most populated
areas of Central Eurasia/Middle East, where most of air travel is in the same
region/geographical area
In Central Eurasia and Middle-East, 34% of passenger demand are best served
by RJ and props in terms of aircraft economics, but only 16% of capacity
production is “right-sized”
Secondary airports show biggest benefits from traffic de-regulation with 9.8
percentage points more growth than overall market: Central Eurasian countries
like Kazakhstan can soon see new strong air traffic points emerging in the
secondary cities
Kazakhstan regional jet network is not only feeding into TSE and ALA but also
now reaching international markets within “the extended home market”
Regional Jets and turboprops suit all business models to increase frequency,
open new markets in order to gain market share on a point to point basis and
increase the connectivity as a feeder
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Regional Jets have enough range to carry people within the most
populated areas of Central Eurasia/Middle East

RJ ranges and population

Distances
Intra Middle-East

1,500 km

• BEY-IST: 990 km
• AHB-JED: 530 km
• AHB-MCT: 1730 km

TLL

• JED-BEY: 1411 km

WAW

Intra East-Europe

TSE

IEV

• IEV-WAW: 689 km
ALA

• IST-IEV: 700 km
• IST-WAW: 1386 km

IST

BAK

ASB

Intra CIS

BEY

• ASB-BAK: 769 km
• ASB-ALA: 1685 km
JED

Airline Business Seminar 2012

MCT

• ALA-TSE: 955 km
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Most of the air travel in Central Eurasia/Middle East is in the same
area with travel outside the trunk routes making 62% of total traffic

Intra-Central Eurasia/Middle East air travel breakdown (passenger based, 2011)

Medium to large
cities: 27%

Small to large
cities: 26%
“Trunk routes”
Large to large
cities: 38%

Medium to
medium cities: 4%
Small to medium
cities: 3%
38%

Small to small
cities: 2%

32%

90% of travel are within
the same area
Cities with > 1m inhabitant
Cities with > 0,5m inhabitant
Cities with < 0,5m inhabitant

to\from

Middle East

Central Asia

Eastern EU

Middle East

48%

0%

3%

Central Asia

0%

5%

2%

Eastern EU

3%

2%

37%

Source: IATA Airport-Is
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In Central Eurasia and Middle-East, 34% of the pax are best served
by RJ and props, but only 16% of seats production is right-sized

Market demand, share of passengers (2011)

Market supply, share of seats (2011)
Wide-bodies

GCD* (up to, in km)
ppdew** 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 more
2%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
20-40 2% 4%
40-60

3%

3%

2%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

60-80

1%

3%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

80-100 2%
100-120 2%

2%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

120-140 1% 2%
more 22% 24%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

6%

1%

3%

0%

0%

0%

16%

10,000 pax1
Narrow-bodies

68%

Markets best*** served by turboprops
11%
Markets best*** served by regional jets
23%

Notes: markets within Africa excluding South Africa and Northern Africa
*
Great Circle distance
**
Passenger per day each way
***
assuming a market share of 50%

Regional Jets

10%

Turboprops

6%

Share of seats operated within Central
Eurasia and Middle East

Source: Lufthansa Consulting, IATA AirportIS
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Secondary airports show biggest benefits from traffic de-regulation
with 9.8 percentage points more growth than overall market

Example of deregulation in Poland

de-regulation
Time

Source: Lufthansa Consulting, IATA AirportIS
Airline Business Seminar 2012
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Central Eurasian countries like Kazakhstan can soon see new strong
air traffic points emerging in the secondary cities

Kazakhstan air traffic vs. population

Comments
Kazakhstan air traffic is
flourishing with strong
GDP growth of the
country of the last years

Passengers and population (M)

Coming de-regulation is
bringing even brighter
prospects to air traffic
Real potential?

Secondary cities will
probably benefit even
more from de-regulation
Strong economic centers
with mining, gas or oil
industries may
particularly require new
air services

Passengers in 2011
Population of the city

Mining, gas and oil centers

How can an airline
assess the potential of
an unknown market?

Note: worldwide passenger traffic in 2011
Source: Lufthansa Consulting, IATA AirportIS
Airline Business Seminar 2012
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Lufthansa Consulting Gravity Model offers a planning approach to
estimate demand for citypairs with currently underserved demand

Lufthansa Consulting’s Gravity Model - Methodology

Geo-economic data:
population, GDP, etc.

Markets
segmentation: leisure,
business, etc.

Gravity
model

Potential airline market size for
every given city pair with
available direct service

Air service data from
representative sample
of markets
The model allows estimating “unconstrained” air travel demand between two cities (not constrained by
current capacity offer and air service level) with the use of regional geo-economic data
The approach is specifically relevant for the secondary markets, where existing air travel demand is
bounded by the lack of direct services and by leakage of passengers to near by hubs.
Source: Lufthansa Consulting
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Kazakhstan regional jet network is not only feeding into TSE and
ALA but also reaching into the international markets

Regional jets network expansion in Kazakhstan (2012)

Comments
Regional jets are offering
a feed from medium
cities into TSE and ALA
Regional jets operations
expanded in the last
years in Kazakhstan:
27 routes are operated this
summer
against only 16 routes in
2011

Additional regional jets to
be delivered:
3 Embraer to be delivered
for Air Astana operations
and 2 options

New regional jets routes for 2012
Regional jets routes existing in 2011

1 Embraer to be operated
by Comlux Aviation plus 4
options

Source: Lufthansa Consulting, OAG1226
Airline Business Seminar 2012
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Regional jets should be used even more now to stimulate traffic and
increase quality of service in markets with high-growth potential

Options for growth

Comments
De-regulation may bring
LCCs offering direct
services on secondary
markets like KGF or CIT

Extended home
market
TSE

PWQ
UKK
KGF
ALA

KZO
CIT

To secure those markets
for less price sensitive
passengers Kazakh
carriers could add new
directs services with
regional jets
Two kind of markets are
in range in market sizes
and distance for RJs:
domestic secondary
cities to secondary
cities

Hubs
Unknown potential

Extended Kazakhstan by 1500 km

secondary cities to
extended home
market big cities

Source: Lufthansa Consulting, OAG1226
Airline Business Seminar 2012
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For hub carriers, the use of Regional Jets increases the number of
connections offered (e.g. 40% for LH in FRA)
LH hub in FRA (from 05am till 9am, weekly
movement)

Potential* connections offered daily
(from 05am till 9am)
6,638

RJ + props

71

+40%

Widebodies

4,747

253
RJ + props

95

Narrowbodies

374

371

arr

dep

without RJ and
props

with RJ and props

Notes: * does not account for the circuity
Source: Lufthansa Consulting, IATA AirportIS
Airline Business Seminar 2012
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Building scenarios through a rigorous process of simulations is the
best way for an airlines to find its optimum fleet type fit

Example from a past project: tree of decisions

+ 785k per week overall network improvement

Optimization of current network
+334k

XXX hub
+116k

Cancellations
+100k

Marginal impact on
current traffic flows
-86k

Deployment of new aircraft
+537k

New routes
+118k

E75
+548k

AT4
-11k

negative
<100k
<250k
>250k

E75
+104k

AT7
+14k

New
routes
+548k

YYY mini
hub
+29k

New flights
-40k

Source: Lufthansa Consulting
Airline Business Seminar 2012
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